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Safety First

Voluntary Use of Respirators

Hazards are ever-present in the
steel plant environment, and
a heightened awareness and
emphasis on safety is a necessary
priority for our industry. This
monthly column, coordinated by
members of the AIST Safety &
Health Technology Committee,
focuses on procedures and
practices to promote a safe
working environment for everyone.
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Workers may want to wear a respirator from time to time when it is not
required. There are many reasons to
want to wear a respirator; for example,
employees who experience irritation
from air contaminants such as allergens. Some work in cold environments
and wearing the respirator helps comfort them. Understanding why some
employees may want to wear a respirator is important. With that said, it can
be hard to understand the differences
between voluntary use and mandatory
use. With a well-established industrial hygiene program, a company can
anticipate, recognize, evaluate and
control workplace exposures.
First, a comprehensive industrial
hygiene study should be completed
prior to requiring respiratory protection. Identifying raw materials,
chemical decompositions, exposure
risk of chemicals and frequency of
use are just a few factors to determine
what hazard exist. Next, take samples to identify if any hazard poses
a health risk to the employee. If it is
determined that the hazard is below
occupational exposure limits (OELs),
many questions are still raised:
•	Does wearing a respirator, even
when not required, pose additional health risks?
•	Will letting an employee wear
a respirator voluntarily protect
them from all hazards at the
location?
•	C an the employee wear the respirator all the time?

Comments are welcome.
If you have questions about this
topic or other safety issues, please
contact safetyfirst@aist.org.
Please include your full name,
company name, mailing address
and email in all correspondence.

If the employer doesn’t require a respirator for the task and it has been
determined that the exposure is less
than the OELs, it may be a voluntaryuse situation. OSHA has outlined voluntary use of respirators in 29 CFR
1910.134, stating:

The employer must establish
and implement those elements
of a written respiratory protection program necessary
to ensure that any employee
using a respirator voluntarily
is medically able to use that
respirator and that the respirator is cleaned, stored and
maintained so that its use does
not present a health hazard to
the user. Exception: Employers
are not required to include
in a written respiratory protection program those employees
whose only use of respirators
involves the voluntary use of filtering facepieces (dust masks).
If this situation fits the job task,
review 29 CFR 1910.134 Appendix D
with each employee wishing to wear
a respirator voluntarily. Appendix D
covers the use and limitations of
the respirator and will educate the
employee on the respirators used and
their applications. It also informs
the employee that only certified respirators from the National Institute
for Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH) should be used.
In the past year, there have been
some counterfeit respirators on the
market. When purchasing respirators,
be aware of exactly what is being purchased so that employees are protected, and ensure respirators are NIOSH
certified (Fig. 1).
OSHA does not require fit testing
or medical evaluations to be completed when using a filtering facepiece
respirator (dust mask) for voluntary
use. However, if an employee wants
to wear a tight-fitting respirator and
has approval from the employer, the
employer must pay for any medical
evaluations and materials to keep the
respirator clean and maintained in
proper condition.
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Figure
1
Example of Exterior Markings on a NIOSH-approved Filtering Facepiece Respirator
Implementing a comprehensive respiratory protection
program is smart business and will keep employees safe.
Educating employees on respiratory protection helps
everyone understand the OSHA requirements. Helping
employees recognize their responsibilities will help them
realize why company rules are in place and what they
must do to keep themselves safe.

Approval Number
TC-84A-xxxx

Brand name, registered trademark, or
an easily understood abbreviation

Model Number

NIOSH name in block letters or a
NIOSH logo

Lot Number - recommended but
not required

Acknowledgment

Filter Class (N, P, or R) and
Filter Efficiency Level (95, 99, or 100)

The author wishes to thank Richard Olson, director of
safety — fabrication, Steel Dynamics Inc.

Example of exterior markings on a National Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH)-approved filtering
facepiece respirator.
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the manufacturer’s recommended instructions, and
most manufactures require the wearer to be clean‑shaven.
Fig. 2 illustrates different facial hair styles that may or
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Figure 2

FACIAL HAIR STYLES

RESPIRATOR SEALING SURFACE

CLEAN-SHAVEN

SOUL PATCH

STUBBLE

LONG STUBBLE

FULL BEARD

FRENCH FORK

GOATEE

CHIN CURTAIN

EXTENDED GOATEE

CIRCLE BEARD

(Careful! Chin hair may
easily cross the seal.)

SIDE WHISKERS

MUTTON CHOPS

VERDI

GARIBALDI

BANDHOLZ

ANCHOR

BALBO

VAN DYKE

IMPERIAL

(Careful! Chin hair may easily cross the seal)

HULIHEE

ZAPPA

LAMPSHADE

ZORRO

WALRUS

PAINTERS BRUSH

CHEVRON

HANDLEBAR

VILLAIN

FU MANCHU

ENGLISH

DALI

(Careful not to cross the seal)

Facial hair styles and their impact on respirator use. Styles with the green check are able to ensure a proper respirator sealing
surface.
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TOOTHBRUSH

HORSESHOE

(Careful not to cross the seal)
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